Direct Energy is new supplier for NYSEG customers

April 23, 2019 by

NYSEG residential and small commercial customers enrolled in the Westchester Power Community Choice Aggregation Program will be receiving a letter (see below) from NYSEG advising that their new supplier is Direct Energy. Unfortunately the letter makes no mention of your municipality or Westchester Power / Sustainable Westchester. The language of the notice is more suited to an individual contract than a public aggregation, but we are told that there can be no modification to that format. Please be assured that this notice of transition to Direct is correct. Direct Energy won the bid for the new contract which runs from May 1, 2019-November 30, 2020. The new rates are about a half a cent lower than the previous contract (click here for rates).

Here is the letter that you will receive:
A Program of Sustainable Westchester and participating municipalities info@westchesterpower.org